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Executive summary
Theertham, a nonprofit organization or NGO registered in the state of Texas, USA, believes 
that access to pure drinking water is every person's inalienable right, as, water is life. There is 
plenty of fresh water around us, in ponds, lakes, rivers and streams, to name a few sources. 
Unfortunately, much of it is not potable because of a variety of pollutants, many of them man 
made. Also, there is access to inexhaustible amounts of sea water. As  much as 70 % of the 
global population lives by coastal areas, with ready access to sea water.

If only we could very affordably convert any form of polluted water, also sea water, into 
drinking water! There is such a way, in the form of Theertham's device, the Quencher. If only 
this device did not rely on traditional power sources, replaceable filters, or chemicals, and 
instead, was powered by a free source of energy! Theertham's device – the Quencher, is 
powered by the sun. If only such a device were extremely affordable, such that people in 
developing economies may benefit from it! Theertham's device is very affordable, and the 
poor can benefit from it. 

There is no such device that meets these requirements, on the market today. Theertham's 
quencher meets these requirements, to fill a void in water purifier offerings. Theertham has 
designed a very very low cost solar powered water purifier, a simple, robust, long lasting 
device with a lifetime of at least 50 years, costing as little as 5000 Indian Rupees or 100 US 
Dollars. This translates to producing a litre of drinking water at 2 Indian paise or 0.0004 US 
cents.

Theertham's Goal is 100 million units of its portable very low cost solar powered water purifier 
or drinking water generator, in service, across all continents, no later than  2020. Theertham 
relies on the proven multi-disciplinary skills of its founder, Vishwa Narayan, Ph.D.  to reach its 
goal. Vishwa has committed his time, efforts, skills and resources for the next 10 years to 
making Theertham's goal a reality. 

The Market

Developing economies

Is unsafe drinking water an issue? Here are some statistics from http://water.org/learn-about-
the-water-crisis/facts/ :

• 900 million people lack access to safe water supplies; approximately one in eight 
people. 

• 3.5 million people die each year from water-related disease 

• 90 % of cases of diarrhea worldwide are attributable to unsafe water, inadequate 
sanitation or insufficient hygiene.  

• More than 80 % of sewage in developing countries is discharged untreated, polluting 
rivers, lakes and coastal areas. 

The UN estimates that by 2025, forty-eight nations, with combined population of 2.8 billion, 
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will face freshwater “stress” or “scarcity". 

Access to clean drinking water is a major issue to very many individuals in developing 
economies.

Developed economies

After hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans, sea water, sewage and drinking water were all mixed 
up together. People were stranded on roof tops, with water all around them, not any of it 
potable (“water water all around...)

From http://www.jhsph.edu/katrina/katrina_health.html#drinking_water :

“One of the most critical needs for the survivors of Hurricane Katrina is clean drinking water. 
According to Kellogg Schwab PhD, co-director of the Center for water and health, at the 
Bloomberg School of Public Health. Survivors in many areas face a double threat from a lack 
of drinking water and sewage treatment. Without electricity, water pumps and waste water 
treatment plants cannot function. To make matters worse, flood waters can overload the 
sewage system contaminating flooded areas. Schwab says a lack of drinking water creates 
ripe conditions for spreading many communicable diseases, such as cholera, E. coli and 
noroviruses.

Access to clean drinking water is a major issue to many individuals, after an 
emergency, even in developed economies.

Water is life, every individual's inalienable right, and access to clean drinking water is a 
problem to many people around the world – all the time, or some of the time, both in 
developing and developed economies.

The need for water purifiers is well established. The need for water purifiers that are 
independent of conventional energy sources such as wall power or batteries, in an 
energy hungry world, is even more well established.

Existing solutions
Several water purifying systems and devices exist on the market. These may be broadly 
classified into centralized systems vs distributed and portable systems.

Drawbacks with existing centralized systems

Just like electric power or gas production and distribution, water too, tends to be processed in 
big centralized water treatment plants, in most countries. From there, it is distributed to 
consumers via pipe lines. Big water treatment plants tend to have high capital costs and high 
maintenance costs, and they are disabled during electricity failures such as during a natural 
disaster, as these plants are too big to run on back-up generators, leaving people thirsty. Also, 
water distribution, especially in developing economies tends to be quite lossy, due to leaky 
distribution pipes, resulting in significant loss of precious water even before it gets to 
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consumers. In many instances, the distributed water is of questionable drinking quality, 
making it non-potable without further filtering or cleaning up. Also, distributing water to a rural 
scattered population by laying pipelines to settlements that are few and far between, tends to 
be economically infeasible.

The purification of salt water is a class of its own, as it can only be performed by energy 
intensive desalination plants - large scale systems with high capital costs and maintenance 
costs, making them less and less economically viable in most countries, in an increasingly 
energy hungry world.

Drawbacks with existing portable devices and systems

On the other hand several portable purification solutions exist, each with its own pros and 
cons. Some water purifiers, such as Tata's 'Swach' or the more expensive Purit from 
Hindustan Uni-Lever,  require filters that must be replaced periodically. This is true of all 
'Britta' like filter based systems. Also, these devices filter out only a subset of  contaminants 
and not all contaminants, specifically only bacteria and particulates, leaving behind a 
multitude of dissolved impurities, should the water be of extremely poor quality. Such devices 
are most effective in developed economies. 

Other purification systems are based on chemicals, such as chlorine based systems where 
the cleaning chemicals must be replaced periodically. These also address only a subset of 
contaminants and not all contaminants. 

Alternately, other fixed install and small purification systems such as reverse osmosis based 
systems, need electricity, either from the wall or from batteries. 

Ultra-Violet energy exposure systems remove only a subset of impurities.

Clearly, there is a need for a 'free' energy based portable device, devoid of filters or 
chemicals (which require periodic replacement or replenishment), that can remove all 
forms of impurities including dissolved impurities, as well as salt from sea water, and 
such a product is not available on the market today.

Theertham's Solution
There isn't a simple portable device on the market today that is capable of removing all of the 
contaminants, found in water, that is also capable of desalination, running off 'free' energy 
such as that from the sun.

What would constitute an ideal portable water purifier? Such a device must:

• Be very very affordable – costing no more than,say, 100 USD or 5000 INR

• Purify salt water and every kind of dirty water, even those with dissolved impurities

• Produce 20 litres (~4 gallons) of drinking quality water per sunny day

• Be solar powered, not requiring any wall or battery power sources
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• Be portable, weighing no more than,say, 50 pounds (~23 Kg)

• Work in all climates and latitudes, year round, where ever there is sunshine

• Be rugged and trouble free, working for a minimum of 50 trouble free years

• Be very simple to set up and use by people of all ages, from all cultures

 Theertham's quencher is designed to meet all of the above requirements.

Key to Theertham's approach is converting water to steam and condensing it back to water, 
producing clean distilled water. The phase change of water-steam-water removes all 
contaminants in the water. This includes pathogens such as bacteria and viruses, heavy 
metals such as lead and mercury, other poisons such as arsenic, contaminants such as 
fluorides and nitrates, and hydrocarbons such as gasoline and oils. Also pharmaceutical run-
off, including hormones and steroids. In the case of sea water, salt is left behind. All these 
impurities are cleaned off the sludge remover, after the device has stopped functioning for the 
day and cooled off.

Now *that* is a water purifier worth its salt.

Action Plan and strategy - thirteen steps to end goal
The strategy over the next 9 years is:

1. Conceive product - done

2. Create high level design of  product – done

3. Validate product design for engineering feasibility by 
experts in respective fields – done

4. Validate product design vs market needs – done

5. Develop detailed design of the product and 
prototype product  through two iterations - 
important step - ongoing

6. Build the Theertham team – both volunteers and paid members - ongoing

7. Partner with like minded individuals and organizations for synergies – ongoing

8. Raise money in parallel – get started

9. Produce pilot quantities and run pilot tests; ideally 
piggy back on existing manufacturing facilities

10.Scale to volume production at one location; ideally 
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piggy back on existing manufacturing facilities

11. Distribute to consumers-customers; ideally piggy back on existing distribution channels

12.Scale and distribute to volume production at multiple locations - by teaching 
consumers to 'dig their own wells' – i.e., manufacture, distribute and use their own 
devices

13.Get to goal of 100 million units in service across all continents, no later than 2020.

Key to Theertham's strategy is the use of existing infrastructure, be it manufacturing 
facilities or distribution channels. Also key is the transfer of technology to countries and 
regions where customers live, so that people may manufacture, distribute and use their own 
devices, i.e.,  'dig their own wells'. 

Well into execution, Theertham will be no bigger than 10-12 roving 'consultants' who  travel to 
consumer manufacturing sites to aid in technology transfer, teaching people to 'dig their own 
wells'. With perhaps three support staff at the anchor office, totaling to no more than 15 
people in the organization. 

Manufacturing strategy

The quencher is being designed from the ground up with the intent of keeping device cost as 
low as possible. The device is being designed to utilize simple manufacturing methods and 
processes, using abundant and low cost materials. 

Manufacturing strategy is two fold – early in the manufacturing cycle when the quantities are 
small, when Theertham will control manufacturing pilot devices,and later in the cycle, during 
high volume manufacturing, when customer countries and their resources shall manufacture 
product. Rather than develop its own manufacturing facilities, Theertham intends to leverage 
existing manufacturing facilities to make its devices, further keeping costs low.

Initial manufacturing will be well controlled by Theertham, to assure quality and to gather 
learnings, so that  manufacturing techniques may be refined and tuned in anticipation of 
trouble free high volume manufacturing. Pilot devices shall be field trialled as early in the 
cycle as possible, in real life situations, to enable quick learnings. These will be fed back into 
further iterations of  design refinement and pilot manufacturing cycles.

High volume manufacturing will be distributed across multiple locations, each close to the 
point of consumption, to minimize distribution costs. This is a scalable way to penetrate 
multiple regions in multiple countries. The analogy is teaching people in multiple countries to 
“dig their own wells”. Several years from now, Theertham anticipates multiple factories across 
multiple regions and countries, churning out product, each close to point of distribution and if 
possible, consumption.

Distribution strategy

The intent is to have several high volume manufacturing locations, each as close as possible 
to origination points of existing distribution channels, and also as close as possible to 
consumers, thereby keeping distribution costs as low as possible. 
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Ideally, each country shall have its own manufacturing facilities – one or many – to service its 
own customers, distributing product to its own people, via locally existing distribution 
channels.

Marketing strategy

Once pilot quantities are demonstrated at multiple locations, it is anticipated that the product 
will “stand on its own legs”, because of its strengths, driving demand. Theertham will then 
transfer the technology to participating countries, organizations and peoples.

Price (or rather cost) of device
Being an NGO, Theertham's goal is to provide, and enable entities to provide devices at cost 
to end customers. An initial target cost of Rs. 5000 (USD 100) per delivered device to end 
customer has been set. Theertham will strive to reduce this cost as much as possible, due to 
high volume manufacturing at multiple locations (Yes, inflation, variation in cost per country, 
cost of monies, etc., has been ignored at this point, as it is too early in the progress cycle).

Also, for-profit concerns are free to manufacture and sell product at any price they see fit, if 
they choose to do so. Theertham will transfer its open source technology willingly to such 
concerns, with the intent of getting as soon as possible to its target of 100 million units in 
service no later than 2020.

Cost of water produced, based on conservative assumptions
Cost of water produced may be calculated from the cost of device and how much water the 
device produces over its lifetime. Distribution costs have been ignored at this point.

Assume each device costs a conservative INR 5000 (USD 100) to manufacture and 
distribute, and this is a very reasonable cost target, in high volumes. Assume an average of 5 
kWh of energy collected, using a 1 sqm collector. Many parts of the world receive over 6 
kWh/m2/day, with some parts receiving more than 7 kWh/m2/day. Therefore, 5 kWh/m2/day is 
also a very conservative assumption, valid over most parts of the world. Thirdly, assume a 
very conservative 20 litres of distilled water per day. First design estimates point to more then 
20 litres of water generated per day – a very realistic calculation, with a device with collection 
of 5 kWh of energy on average, per day.

Total water purified = 20 litre/day * 365 days per year * 50 years = 15*365*50 =  273,750 litres 
over the lifetime of the machine. This comes at a cost of 5000 Rs * 100 paise per Rs = 500, 
000 paise. Therefore, cost per litre = 500,000 paise / 273,750 = 1.8 paise (or 0.00044 US 
cents). If the machine were to work only for 25 years, the cost of water produced is still only 
3.6 paise per litre.(And cost of water per litre for the first year is = 5000/(365*15) = 92 paisa). 
1 INR paisa = 0.00022 US cent.
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Key Technical features of product 
The key technical features of the Quencher are as follows:u

• Selective absorber very efficiently absorbs sunlight 
as heat,  as much as 90 % of  sunlight incident on 
the absorbing surface.

• Heat pipe transfers the heat collected by selective 
absorber to point of use, within the evaporator.

• Evaporator evaporates input water into steam.

• Condenser condenses steam into pure distilled 
water.

Key components: energy absorber-heat pipe-evaporator-
condenser is designed as a unit, compact and heat-
efficient. 

The remaining components of the device are:

• The waste and sludge remover removes residue. It is removable and cleanable.

• the Sun tracker, which points the energy absorber at the sun as the sun moves, IF a 
tracker is going to be used. A fixed inclined install is also a very viable option.

• Input  tank and removable and cleanable filters, and output tank and spigot.

A separate document covers these technical details.

A large scale solar powered water purifier on the market
MAGE systems of Germany has developed and installed for several years around the globe, 
many large scale solar powered water purifiers around the globe. How-ever, its smallest 
system is of a capacity of 1000 litres per day, and its largest, 50,000 litres per day. While the 
many installs are testimony to the efficacy of its systems, these fixed install systems are 
complex and expensive. From MAGE's website and data sheets one may infer that MAGE 
uses two key principles in its systems – the use of selective solar absorbers, and the use of a 
thermodynamically coupled evaporator-condenser combination to reuse the latent heat of 
condensation – key principles that are also designed into Theertham's small and simple to 
use portable systems. In addition, Theertham uses a high tech low cost heat transfer device – 
the heat pipe – a relatively new device that can transfer heat at astoundingly efficient rates. A 
well designed heat pipe is hundreds of times more thermally conductive than solid copper of 
comparable cross section. MAGE's reliance on these two key basic principles, which are also 
designed into Theertham's system, is further validation of Theertham's design approach.
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Factors influencing prototype development costs
Factors that influence prototype development costs include the following factors. First level 
cost estimates for each of these factors is included.

• Prototype design costs - paying consultants to perform detailed design of prototype: 
solar selective absorber: $ 20,000; heat pipe: $ 20,000; evaporator condenser 
combination: $ 30,000; peripherals: $ 30,000

• Purchasing materials: $ 20,000

• Prototype manufacturing costs, for sample quantities: $ 60,000

• field trialling pilot quantities at at least 3 locations, for learnings: $ 30,000

• Prototype design - 2nd iteration: $ 50,000

• 2nd iteration prototype pilot manufacturing: $ 30,000

Total = US $ 290,000 (INR 1.3 crores)

About the founder
Vishwa Narayan earned his B.E.(Hons) from REC Trichy. He then spent 2 years at L&T's 
switchgear division before moving to the US to earn his Masters and Ph.D. In EE, specializing 
in Optical Devices, Materials and Systems.

Vishwa then took up a job in the Telecoms industry with Ericsson Micro-electronics as 
Manager and spent 5 years there in technical customer facing roles, alternating with work in 
the R&D labs of Ericsson.

Vishwa turned to working at start-ups since then; as senior manager at Avanex Corp - a 
Photonics start-up, as Director Engineering at Intelleflex – an RFID start-up, and as Co-
founder and VP of Engineering at Pulsar Energy Inc., - a renewable energy start-up, where he 
spent two years, before founding Theertham. 

With these experiences, Vishwa acquired an impressive breadth and depth of knowledge in 
multiple disciplines and in multiple roles, which now stand him in good stead at Theertham.
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